END OF SESSION
2021 Newsletter

Dear Friends &
Neighbors,
I am extremely proud to inform you that the Maryland
General Assembly’s 442nd session is now over and
was an extremely unique yet productive session for all
Marylanders. Notwithstanding the COVID-19 related
limitations during this legislative session, my colleagues
and I worked harder than ever to ensure Marylanders
are provided for and well-represented during these
crucial and difficult times. I write this end-of-session
newsletter proudly, as I am confident that my hard
work this session will help all my constituents in so
many ways.
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Pandemic Relief
and Recovery
SB 496 – Recovery for the Economy,
Livelihoods, Industries, Entrepreneurs,
and Families (RELIEF) Act
What a relief! Many Marylanders continue to suffer
financial hardships as a result of COVID-19. This
session we took a historic step with the bipartisan
passage of the Recovery for the Economy, Livelihoods,
Industries, Entrepreneurs, and Families Act, AKA
the RELIEF Act, which provides over $1.5 billion in
pandemic relief. The RELIEF Act will infuse the State’s
economy with $509 million in spending and provide
over $1 billion in tax relief and credits.
•

Maryland becomes the highest state in the nation
for its earned income tax credit, which puts cash
in the pockets of low-income Maryland taxpayers.

•

Maryland also raises its earned income tax credit
for individuals with no children from nearly $100
to $530.

•

Unemployment insurance payments will be
exempt from the State income tax, keeping over
$225.0 million in the pockets of unemployed
Marylanders.

•

Marylanders who qualified for the earned income
tax credit in 2019 will be provided with stimulus
payments of up to $500, putting over $175.0
million immediately in the hands low–income
individuals and families.

•

Allows small businesses to keep sales tax collections
of up to $9,000 over three months.

•

Helps up to 100,000 small businesses & nonprofits
to defer paying unemployment insurance taxes
until the first three months of 2022 to help cash
flow (they employ ¼ of MD workforce).

•

Forgives MD taxes on COVID loans and grants.

•

Minority and Small Business Loans (MSBDFA):
Converts up to $50,000 in Equity Participation
Program loans to grants.

HB1372 – Blueprint for Maryland’s Future
– Revisions
After a year of distance learning due to COVID-19 school
closures, a growing number of students are falling further
behind. This legislation revises the Blueprint in response
to the current state of education and gives students a path
forward. The Blueprint 2.0 bill includes needed fixes to
education funding that were exposed by the COVID-19
pandemic and:
•

Provides more support to address learning loss;

•

Expands behavioral and mental health resources;

•

Closes the digital divide with more access to broadband
and devices; and,

•

Requires better reporting and data tracking for more
accountability.
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Unemployment Insurance Reform Package
One of the most important parts of my job is constituent services. Since the pandemic, I have had more
requests for assistance from constituents than ever before. Many of these requests stemmed from the
unemployment insurance system. I am extremely proud to have helped so many constituents obtain
their benefits, and I am extremely satisfied with all the time and effort we put in this session to ensure
my constituents are no longer put in such a difficult situation.
The pandemic has shown us that Maryland’s unemployment system was unprepared for a statewide
emergency and needs to be reformed. The Unemployment Insurance Reform Package will get relief to
Marylanders who need it most, when they need it the most.

Over 4000 Marylanders reported that they were unable to get assistance because the State has been using
an outdated, broken system that needs short and long-term fixes. Immediate and structural fixes that
will help streamline the process and make the UI system more efficient include:
•

Modernizing the UI system to ensure that Marylanders can get the money they deserve;

•

Creating more accountability; and

•
•

Improving customer service;

Planning for the next emergency.

HB 907/SB 817 - Unemployment Insurance - Study on
System Reforms
House Bill 907 requires the Department of Labor and the Department
of Legislative Services to study unemployment insurance reforms and
report its findings to the General Assembly.

HB 908/SB 816 - Unemployment Insurance - Employer
Contributions and Reimbursement Payments
House Bill 908 requires the Department of Labor to implement flexible
payment plans for employers to pay their unemployment taxes.
Allowing employers to pay their unemployment taxes incrementally
over time instead of paying one lump sum will help more businesses as
they recover from the pandemic.

HB 1002 - Unemployment - Insurance Revisions and Special
Enrollment Period for Health Benefits
House Bill 1002 makes improvements to the unemployment insurance
process by expanding language and disability access, establishing
greater customer service standards, providing more accountability
within the appeals process, and requiring more information about any
over-payments that occur. The bill helps unemployed Marylanders
make sure that they continue to have health insurance.
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HB 1138 - Unemployment Insurance – Maryland Department of Labor– Accountability & Oversight
House Bill 1138 requires the Department of Labor to have a disaster plan in place whenever a drastic increase in
unemployment claims occurs.

HB 1139/ SB 819 - Unemployment Insurance – Weekly Benefit Amount – Income Disregard
This bill raises the amount of weekly income an unemployment insurance claimant can earn from $50 to $200
throughout the duration of an emergency. This will allow more people receiving UI benefits to seek part-time work and
supplement their UI benefits.

HB 1143/ SB 771 - Unemployment Insurance - Work Sharing (Work Share Expansion Act of 2021)
This bill adjusts the amount of time an employer can temporarily reduce an employee’s work hours under the existing
work share program - making State law consistent with federal law. This bill will allow more Maryland employers retain
employees and help more employees get back to work following the COVID-19 pandemic.

Protecting Businesses
During this Pandemic
Businesses have been hit very hard during this pandemic. Many small businesses have had to either permanently
close or go to extreme lengths to keep their businesses from having to close their doors forever. And now, after all
this, many businesses face the prospect of having to defend lawsuits filed as a result of this pandemic.
I therefore sponsored House Bill 508, COVID-19 Claim – Civil Immunity – which support businesses and
organizations during this pandemic in Maryland.
This bill is limited to COVID-19 claims that occurred between March 5, 2020 and 180 days after the Governor’s
Executive Order is expired or rescinded. This bill states that a person who, in the exercise of good faith, acts in
compliance with all federal, state and local statutes, rules, regulations, executive orders and agency orders related
to COVID-19 is immune from civil liability for a COVID-19 claim, unless the person’s actions amount to gross
negligence or intentional wrongdoing.
This bill was unfortunately not voted on in committee. With any luck, our businesses will not end up needing
this protection. However, if they do, I look forward to continuing my efforts in providing a lifeline to Maryland
organizations that in good faith endeavored to adhere to COVID-19 guidelines.
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Pimlico and Sports Betting
Maryland has been at a competitive
disadvantage with other East Coast states who
offer sports betting options. Last year at the
ballot box, voters overwhelmingly supported
a constitutional amendment to allow sports
betting in Maryland. House Bill 940 makes
Maryland the 21st state in the nation to legalize
sports betting, increases funding for education
and maximizes the opportunity for minority
businesses to participate in Maryland’s newly
established gaming industry.
This session I was assigned by the Speaker of
the House of Delegates to serve on the Racing &
Gaming subcommittee. We spent a significant
amount of time ensuring the passage of this bill
in a way that is best for all Marylanders.

As Delegate of the district that represents
Pimlico, my priority is to make certain that
Pimlico is on the same playing field as all the
other racing facilities. I spent countless hours
on the record and off the record advocating
amongst my colleagues to ensure Pimlico is
properly addressed in this bill. As written, the
bill only allowed sports wagering at Pimlico
during live racing days. After much advocacy,
I was successful in ensuring sports wagering is
allowed at Pimlico 365 days a year, which will
not only increase revenue, but it will lead to
additional investment and redevelopment at
Pimlico.

Pimlico is more than just horse racing. It is
a place that offers significant potential for
our community. Since my first session in
Annapolis, I have made the redevelopment
of the Pimlico Race Course one of my top
priorities. Our neighborhood deserves to live
up to its potential. This redevelopment will
not only ensure a safer neighborhood by not
leaving this large area vacant, it will provide
our community with significant revenue, and
the multi-use development will serve as a place
where our district's families can bring their
children.
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Fighting Hate Crimes &
Security Grants

School Funding
HB 1 – Funding for Historically Black
Colleges and Universities
While the State has increased operating and capital funding
to the HBCUs over the past decade, additional investment
is needed to increase the availability of new and distinct
programming to attract more students to HBCUs resolving
a decade-long federal court case. I therefore supported
House Bill 1 which provides $577M to resolve the program
duplication issues in Maryland’s four HBCUs and level the
playing field for all students – regardless of background, or
race, or college they attend.

SB 433 - Institutions of Higher Education State Funding - Revision
Senate Bill 433 clarifies the State’s formula to ensure that
funding to community colleges in the state are calculated
equitably and are fully funded in the same way as fouryear institutions. The bill also provides $7 million to the
School of Medicine for doctors in specialty areas to support
better healthcare delivery at University of Maryland Capital
Region Hospital and University of Maryland rural hospitals.

State Tuition Assistance BOOST Funding
Schooling should not be one-size-fits-all. Every
child is unique, and the amount of money a
parent makes should not determine what school
the child attends. The child’s abilities and
uniqueness should be the factors determining
his school. We must therefore be certain we are
supporting all children in ensuring they obtain
a proper education tailored to their needs.
The Broadening Options and Opportunities
for Students Today program is a scholarship
program that helps low-income students pay for
non-public school education. After spending a
significant amount of time advocating for this
program, I am pleased that 10 million dollars was
allocated in this year’s budget, which represents
a 3 million dollar increase. In addition to this
funding, an increase of 9.5 million dollars was
allocated for the non-public schools’ textbook
and technology program.

We are unfortunately living during times that
we have seen a significant increase in hate crimes.
My committee worked on and passed House Bill
418 out of the House of Delegates, which requires
each county board of education to adopt a policy
prohibiting the use or display of a symbol of hate
on school grounds or in any program, service,
school building or activity funded in whole or in
part by State funds. This bill did not pass the Senate;
however, I look forward to working on this bill
again next session in the hopes of it passing both
chambers and becoming law.
As a result of the increase in hate crimes, we must
ensure those at the highest risk of being targeted
are protected. I am therefore pleased to inform
you that my efforts to obtain appropriate funding
was successful, and nearly 9 million dollars was
provided in grant funding to those at-risk, which
includes houses of worship.

Budget
Money that the State spends comes from our pockets.
It is therefore a priority of mine to ensure we pass
a balanced budget that helps all Marylanders and
does not waste our money. Fortunately, after much
work this session, we passed a balanced budget that
ensures this is so.

HB 588 and HB 589 – FY22 State Budget
After facing a billion-dollar deficit due to the COVID-19 pandemic last
year, we passed the FY22 budget that eliminates the structural deficit
for the next two years, restores the Rainy-Day Fund, and leaves a cash
balance to account for unforeseen impacts from COVID. The budget
fully funds healthcare and education funding while putting $1.5 billion
into construction projects to get people back to work.

HB 590 – Capital Budget
The Capital Budget leverages nearly $2B in state capital spending –
prioritizing education, recreation, and support for localities. In addition
to the $2.2B dedicated to school construction, the budget provides an
extra $320M to build schools, modernize classrooms and provide the
necessary equipment so schools can safely re-open. State and local parks
will receive $130M to maintain the parks and playgrounds around the
state after record use. The budget also approves a record 275 bond
initiative requests totaling over $75M to stimulate local investments.
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Funded Projects in the
Budget for the 41st District
Making certain that projects that directly affect our constituents are
funded is a priority of ours. During this legislative session, the 41st
Delegation was successful in securing 2.325 million dollars in funding
for 11 capital projects in the district, which is an increase of 86 percent
from 2020! Below is a description of each project and the amount of
money secured

Forest Park Senior Center ($250,000)

The funds will be used for the acquisition, planning, design,
construction, repair, renovation, reconstruction, site improvement, and
capital equipping of the Forest Park Senior Center.

Gaudenzia Foundation Inc ($450,000)

The funds will be used to update the HVAC system of Gaudenzia Inc.
Weinberg Center.

Ivy Family Support Center ($300,000)

The funds will be used to support the educational, charitable, cultural,
and general welfare of economically and socially disadvantaged
residents of Baltimore City.

Langston Hughes Community, Business and Recourse
Center ($150,000)

The funds will be used to renovate the center with needed repairs,
including replacing the roof, updating the electrical paneling, repairing
the HVAC system, and replacing floors.

Ohr Chadash Academy ($350,000)

The funds will be used to build indoor and outdoor spaces for gym,
recess, and extracurricular activities to provide students with structures
and equipment to have healthy outlets and physical activities.
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Funded Projects in the Budget for the 41st District - cont.

Pimlico Market Café ($175,000)

The funds will be used to bring another thriving business to the block that
creates access to healthy and affordable food, provides additional employment
opportunities for neighborhood residents, as well as workshops, cooking
demonstrations and other programs to encourage and promote the concept of
healthy eating and living a healthy lifestyle.

Roland Park Community Foundation ($250,000)

The funds will be used to purchase additional field and recreational
space for the use of the students of Baltimore Polytechnic Institute and
Western High School.

Social Settlement House ($100,000)

The funds will be used to build a brand new, 2,600 sq. ft. energy efficient,
handicap accessible building, located at 5345 Denmore Avenue, Baltimore,
21215. This building, which will be close to public transportation and within
walking distance to Arlington Elementary School, will feature mental health
offices, open space, a podcast studio, and showering and laundry facilities.

Temple X Experiential Community Center ($200,000)

The funds will be used to create an engaging space for health education,
wellness programs, and chronic disease management for members of the
community, as well as to create flexible spaces for Temple X Lab School
that will be used for early childhood education through middle school
students for programs that lead to improved academic skills and social
emotional development.

West Arlington - Playground Project ($100,000)

The funds will be used for the acquisition, planning, design,
construction, repair, renovation, reconstruction, site improvement, and
capital equipping of a playground project located in West Arlington,
including bathroom renovations and the addition of fencing and a
volleyball court.

West Arlington - Water Tower ($250,000)

The funds will be used for the acquisition, planning, design,
construction, repair, renovation, reconstruction, site improvement, and
capital equipping of the West Arlington Water Tower structure and
grounds.
Dalya Attar
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Police Reform and Accountability Act of 2021
Misconduct of any form is not acceptable. We must remove and hold accountable anyone who exhibits
misconduct. This includes police officers. This session, we were successful in enacting laws that will assist our
police departments in removing the officers who are doing wrong while ensuring the safety of all residents.
We enacted legislation addressing many areas, including enhancing civilian–driven transparency in police
misconduct, supporting civilian complaints, swift and uniform penalties for police misconduct and police
accountability boards, amongst others.
We also passed a law providing 10 million dollars in funding tuition support to encourage diversity in the ranks
of law enforcement.

Body Cameras
As an Assistant State’s Attorney in Baltimore City who
has watched countless hours of body camera footage,
I can attest first-hand to the importance of body
cameras. I therefore am extremely proud to inform you
that we passed extensive legislation supporting body
cameras. For the first time ever, all local and state law
enforcement officers will be required to wear body
cameras by the year 2025.

CRIME
Every single day I read about another incident
of violent crime in our communities. It is
disheartening and frightening. We all have the
right to feel safe. We all should feel safe. And, most
importantly, we all should be safe. When I am not
in session, I work as a prosecutor in Baltimore City,
where I fight to keep us safe and for justice. While I
am in session, this continues to be a priority of mine.

Protect Act
One thing I continuously say is that there is not just one
solution to reducing crime. As a prosecutor who has
incarcerated many people, I believe more must be done.
Therefore, last session I sponsored the PROTECT Act Public Resources Organizing to End Crime Together last
session. This bill is established to maximize the use of State,
local, and community resources to combat neighborhood
decline in Baltimore City and throughout the State, support
comprehensive strategies to reduce crime and fear in
those communities, and ensure that Baltimore City Police
Department sworn officers are utilized in direct public safety
roles. This bill also allows State law enforcement agencies to
have concurrent jurisdiction over I-83 and I-295.
The Governor vetoed this bill, and I am extremely proud
to announce that we voted to override the Governor’s veto
this session and therefore the PROTECT Act will be law!

Gun Straw Purchases - Penalty
We have an enormous number of illegal handguns on our
streets. A gun straw purchase is when a person legally
purchases a gun and then sells it to an individual who is
either a minor or is prohibited from possessing a handgun
due to prior criminal convictions. Straw purchases are
causing many illegal guns to flood our streets.
I therefore sponsored House Bill 669 - Firearms Straw
Purchases Penalty. This bill changes the classification of
the crime from a misdemeanor to a felony – no longer
treating straw purchases in the same category as crimes
like trespassing. The maximum penalty remains 10 years’
incarceration. This alteration will deter individuals who
are law-abiding citizens on paper and keep purchasing
handguns as law-abiding citizens, when really, they are the
ones causing a lot of violence in our streets. Additionally,
this alteration will allow law enforcement agencies to be able
to indict these cases and use more resources on charging and
prosecuting these cases.
This bill was unfortunately not brought to a vote in
committee; however, I will continue my efforts next session
in reducing violence.
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Victims of Juvenile Crime
Time and time again I hear from victims of violent crime committed by juveniles. These victims are kept in the dark and cannot
get information about their case. We must no longer allow victims of violent crime, who are already suffering so much from
being victimized, to be treated poorly and kept in the dark. I therefore sponsored House Bill 672 – Juvenile Offense Database.
This bill creates a database that provides a general description of any action, judicial or otherwise, taken in relation to a juvenile
alleged to have committed an offense. This bill was unfortunately not brought to a vote and will not move this session.
I look forward to continuing to fight for our victims of violent crime, rehabilitation for juveniles
and transparency in the juvenile justice system.

SB 202 – Correctional Services - Parole - Life
Imprisonment
Decisions about parole should never be political. I therefore
supported Senate Bill 202 which takes the Governor out
of parole decisions for those who are sentenced to life in
prison after 20 years. Maryland will now join most states
who follow this model. This bill ensures the parole process
is independent and fair.

Fairness in Taxing
HB 1246 -Vehicle Excise Tax Leased Vehicles - Alteration
The current law in Maryland for leasing a vehicle is you pay
a 6% tax on the total purchase price of the vehicle. In other
states, like New York for example, you pay taxes on the price
that you are actually paying to lease the vehicle.
Say I go to the store to buy a pair of shoes that
cost $80. The shoes are now on sale for $54. I
purchase the shoes and pay $54 for the shoes plus
6% tax on the $54. I am obviously not charged 6%
of $80. So why are we in Maryland being charged
6% on the price of the vehicle,
which is not the amount we are
paying to lease the vehicle?
I therefore sponsored House Bill 1246 –
Alteration to the Leased Vehicles Excise Tax. This bill
alters the vehicle excise tax imposed on a leased vehicle by
specifying the tax imposed is equal to the 6% of the capitalized
cost reduction and each monthly payment. This bill is about
fairness, affordability, safety, and the environment. When a

HB 742 - The Walter Lomax Act
As a prosecutor, I can honestly say one of my worst fears is
the possibility of an innocent person ever being convicted.
No amount of money is sufficient to repay someone for
the freedom they lost. However, since we cannot rewind
time, we must at the very least ensure we are timely and
sufficiently compensating innocent individuals who were
erroneously convicted. I therefore supported House Bill
742 which provides appropriate compensation through
the Board of Public Works for individuals who are
erroneously convicted, sentenced, and jailed. There needs
to be a consistent process in place to provide restitution and
adequate resources so those who have been exonerated can
have a better quality of life when they re-enter society.
person leases a vehicle, it is a brand-new vehicle, and they
make monthly payments. This gives many people who may
not be able to afford to purchase a brand-new car, the ability
to drive a safe car.
This bill as written has a significant fiscal impact, and
therefore, because of my filing this bill, during the interim
we will have a workgroup working with the Maryland
Department of Transportation on analyzing this tax and
determining ways to phase it out to ensure fairness in taxing
Marylanders. I look forward to continuing this effort during
the interim and re-filing this bill next session
to ensure its passage.

HB 158 - Property Tax –
Homeowners’ Property Tax Credit
– Calculation and Refunds
During this session, I had the opportunity
to be the floor leader on this bill. This bill
compensates homeowners who received
the homeowner's property tax credit but did
not receive as much as they should have because
of a miscalculation by SDAT. We must ensure calculations
are computed correctly and homeowners receive the money
that is rightfully theirs. This bill fortunately passed both
chambers and will become law.
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Environment & Energy
As a mother of a young child
with severe allergies and
asthma who has been told time
after time by his doctors that
the state of our environment
affects his breathing negatively,
I believe having a healthy
environment is crucial.

Lead Poisoning Prevention Commission
The Speaker of the House of Delegates appointed me this session to
represent the Maryland House of Delegates in the Maryland Department
of the Environment Lead Poisoning Prevention Commission. Many,
many children are affected every day by this poison and suffer the rest of
their lives due to being contaminated. It is our duty to ensure our children
do not continue to be affected by this poisoning, and I look forward to
continuing working on this commission to ensure the safety of us all.

HB 507 – Clean Water Commerce Act

This bill would stop the sunset of the fund and increase the allocation from the Bay Restoration Fund Wastewater Account from
roughly 10M up to 20M through 2030.
Of that 20M, 35% (highest share) would be allocated toward agricultural projects, which it is not currently eligible, and prioritize
tackling nitrogen levels, which is the largest share of pollutants and
more expensive to take on. An additional 20% of the share would
go toward projects in disadvantaged communities for storm water
projects and green infrastructure.
To meet environmental goals, it is crucial that the state continues to
address pollution levels caused by other sources. Maryland has done
exceptionally well to reduce pollution from wastewater facilities and
while there is more work to do, it becomes increasing important to
address pollution coming from agriculture and other sectors.

HB 30 - Office of People's Counsel Environmental
Reform Act

House Bill 30 ensures that climate change is part of the conversation
when energy and utility regulations are considered at the Public Service Commission. House Bill 30 creates a climate counsel position
to advocate at the PSC on climate change issues the way the people's
counsel advocates on ratepayer issues. This legislation takes affirmative steps to meet our greenhouse and gas reduction goals.

HB569 - Electricity - Net Energy Metering - Limit

House Bill 569 doubles the state capacity for residential rooftop solar
and community solar projects .

SB 65 - Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard - Qualifying Biomass (Black Liquor)

House Bill 875 removes black liquor from Maryland's Renewable Portfolio Standard. Black liquor is a by-product of paper mills and a caustic polluter that makes its way into our air and waters. Climate change is an existential threat; if we want to address it, we cannot continue to subsidize black liquor.
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Election Reform
Voting is a right that cannot be taken
away from us. Voting is our voice being
heard. We must ensure all Marylanders
can vote. As a member of the Ways and
Means Committee, we spent a significant
amount of time working on legislation to
safeguard this right.

HB 745: Election Law - Early Voting
Centers
This bill modernizes the state’s formula for Early
Voting centers and will result in over a dozen
new centers across the state for the 2022 election.
We have embraced early voting as a practical and
helpful option for voters to improve accessibility
to the ballot box. This legislation also requires
local boards of elections to consider equity and
maximizing participation when placing Early
Voting centers. Other factors local boards must
consider include historically disenfranchised
communities, access to public transportation,
and proximity to dense populations.

HB 1048 - Permanent Absentee Ballot List
The House passed HB1048 to make voting easier and more
convenient by creating a permanent mail-in ballot option.
Marylanders who want to vote by mail in future elections will not
need to request a ballot for every election. Elections during the
pandemic have shown us that our existing mail-in voting process
works and that voters should be able to choose the option that
works best for them. This is an important step towards a more
accessible and equitable democracy.

Ensuring rental properties
are properly registered &
inspected
In Baltimore City, all landlords are required to
register their rental properties, and in order to get a
registration, the landlords must inspect the properties,
including lead paint inspection. The problem we see
all too often in the city is landlords are not registering
their properties and properly inspecting them, yet
they are evicting tenants. I therefore sponsored House
Bill 523, Baltimore City - Repossession for Failure
to Pay Rent - Registration and License Information.
This bill prevents a Judge from issuing a warrant for
eviction unless the landlord has a proper license. This
bill is very simply requiring landlords to do what they
are supposed to do.
This bill passed the House of Delegates but did not
have a vote in the Senate. I look forward to re-filing
this bill next session to continuing the fight protecting
tenants and reducing bad actors

Opioid epidemic
Although we are still living through the Covid pandemic,
we cannot forget that the opioid epidemic persists. Our
loved ones continue to lose their lives because of this.
As I continue my
work bringing
awareness and
assistance
to
those who suffer
from this disease,
I took some time
during session
to help disburse
Narcan within
the communities.
This
effort
continues and if
you would like
Narcan, please
visit my website
to request it.
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Delegate Attar’s College Scholarship
The deadline to apply for my 2021-2022 college scholarship has passed,
but be sure to visit my website, www.dalyaattar.com, in January
of 2022 for information to apply for the 2022-2023 school year. As
someone who worked full time during college and law school and is
still left with a significant amount of student loans, I understand how
difficult paying for schooling can be, and I want to be sure to help in
any way possible. For those of you who applied for 2021, scholarship
awards will be made in the coming months.
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Thank you for entrusting me to represent you, and I look forward to a successful interim
continuing to work hard on behalf of all my constituents. Please feel free to reach out to
me at any time. My email is dalya.attar@house.state.md.us.
Thank you,

Annapolis Office:

www.dalyaattar.com

6 Bladen Street, Room 317
Annapolis, Maryland 21401
410-841-3268

Dalya.Attar@house.state.md.us
@Delegate Dalya Attar
@dalyaattar41
@delegate_dalya_attar

District Office:

1501 Sulgrave Avenue, Suite 105
Baltimore, MD 21209
443-388-8681

By Authority of: Dalya Attar for Baltimore, Sara Goldfeiz, Treas.
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